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The Next-Generation Protector Is Here
Introducing the redesigned TARGA line up
WARREN, RI. (April 22, 2020) – ANY WATER YACHTS, USA Authorized Protector Dealership, presents four newly redesigned
Protector Boats in the TARGA line to the USA market. After 20 years of proven success with the cabin models, the nextgeneration Protector has arrived; a complete redesign not only enhancing looks, but with major advances in performance,
functionality and durability. The world’s most versatile and high-performance boat has even more wave-busting power
and functional enhancements to get you to the next port of call in any water, anytime, anywhere.
“The new protector TARGA 310, 330, 380 and 410 models have
been redesigned from the inside out, creating major advancements
in performance, durability and functionality,” says AWY Co-founder
Andrew Carleton. “The perfect blend of modern creature comforts
and wave-busting power.” A new hardened glass pilothouse design
evolves the iconic Protector lines into 2020 and provides a gamechanging bright and spacious interior, with additional stability and
stiffness in rough conditions. A new hull design and enhancements
in features all-around make the new TARGA cabin models in the
Protector fleet a must-see.
NEW game-changing enhancements include:
• NEW hardened glass pilothouse redesign for increased interior volume and durability. 100% watertight.
• NEW hull design with an integrated Deep-V for increased wave-busting power and more space (10ft2 more aft deck
space and wider cabin walk-around by seven inches port and starboard.)
• NEW industry-leading 20-year structural hull warranty.
• Bright and spacious cabin redesign, includes a fully operational sliding sunroof and dual sliding windows for increased
natural light and controlled airflow.
• Max HP of 1,350 puts these boats in a league of their own.
• Larger and squared off quarter seats double as flip-up watertight lockers for increased storage while providing more
room and comfort for guests.
• A new roof design extends further aft to provide better protection from the elements plus designated mounting pads
for a variety of equipment (search light, mast, FLIR night-vision camera and so on).
Any Water Yachts will have the new 2020 models available in later Spring and early summer, ready for test drives and
purchase. Please visit anywateryachts.com for more information on these impressive new Protector Boats steeped in
precision handling, stability and speed.
ABOUT ANY WATER YACHTS
Any Water Yachts, USA Authorized Protector Boats Dealership, Co-Founders Andrew Carleton and Brian Peterson have
over 15 years of experience and thousands of hours on-board Protectors and are experts on Protector’s unmatched buildquality, safety, and performance. Integral in the new 2020 design of the TARGA models to accommodate the demands of
the North American Boater, their passion for the brand inspired them to create Any Water Yachts, dedicated to the import,
sale and service of Protector Boats for the USA Market.
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